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Robot reads ads: likability of calm
and energetic audio advertising
styles transferred to synthesized
voices

Hille Pajupuu*, Jaan Pajupuu, Rene Altrov and Indrek Kiissel

Department of Speech Research and Technology, Institute of the Estonian Language, Tallinn, Estonia

The increasing prevalence of audio advertising has provided a challenge to find

out more about voices and performance styles used in advertisements. In this

study, wewere interested in the listeners’ preferenceswhen a synthesizer performs

the advertisements. As training an advertisement style synthesizer requires big

corpora, the creation of which is time-consuming and expensive, we have chosen

to use less resource-intensive style transfer on already extant synthesized voices

trained on neutral speech. We used a corpus of advertisements created out of

120 male and 120 female voices reading one text in both an energetic and

calm advertisement style, the styles most commonly provided by advertising

agencies, to train four style transfer models: energetic and calm for both male

and female voices. These were used to convert two synthesized female and

two male voices that had been created using a Merlin-based speech synthesizer

for Estonian. Each converted voice performed three short advertisements. Adult

listeners rated the likability of the performances on a 7-point Likert scale. The

results showed that the calm performance style was overwhelmingly preferred.

We also ascertained the acoustic features of the calm and energetic performances

using the open-source toolkit openSMILE to calculate the 88 parameters of the

extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set. The calm style di�ered

from the energetic in acoustic features that are related to a lower, quieter,

and more sonorous voice and a more neutral speaking style. Considering the

di�erence in style ratings, it is worth taking the target audiences’ style preferences

into account.

KEYWORDS

speech styles, advertisements, synthesized speech, style transfer, acoustic

features, GeMAPS

1. Introduction

Every day we are exposed to advertisements on the radio, Internet, and in urban open

spaces. To present their products, businesses select suitable voices from voicebanks of media

companies, which offer recordings of diverse speakers presenting various speech styles.

Although advertisements intended for audio media are widely produced, there are few

studies on voices used in advertising and this leads to voices being chosen by intuition

(Westermann, 2008; Rodero and Larrea, 2021). More consideration given to the choice of

voice might increase the effectiveness of an advertisement. Without such consideration,

there is the risk of making a choice, like having a celebrity as the spokesperson, who may

draw all the attention onto themselves and the audience remembers them instead of the

product (Kuvita and Karlíček, 2014; Erfgen et al., 2015; Grigaliunaite and Pileliene, 2015).

The effectiveness of an advertisement may also be affected by intracultural experience.
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Desmarais and Vignolles (2019) have shown that vocal preferences

are not universal, but are influenced by the dominant sales

strategy of the culture. If the culture is dominated by a hard sell

strategy, which aims to get the client to make a purchase quickly,

the commercial messages are direct, explicit, rational, and based

on information. The style of performance in this case is rapid,

emphatic, and loud. Male voices used in such advertisements are

masculine, dramatic, aggressive, or very enthusiastic; female voices

do not emphasize femininity and use a happy or casual tone of

voice. In the case of a soft sell strategy, where the client is influenced

emotionally into making the purchase, the advertising voices are

seductive and softer, the speech is slower, and the intonation is

kept flat. Consumers prefer voices and advertising styles which are

familiar in their cultural environment (Desmarais, 2000; Desmarais

and Vignolles, 2019). Rodero et al. (2013) and Martín-Santana

et al. (2015, 2017) have noted the overuse of male voices in

advertisements in the belief that deep male voices sound more

convincing, believable, and persuasive. Their studies have shown

that the gender of the spokesperson had no impact on the efficacy

of advertisements of non-gender imaged products. However, in the

selection of the spokesperson the likability of the spokesperson’s

voice should be taken into account, which in turn is impacted by

both culture and speech style (Altrov et al., 2018; Baus et al., 2019;

Pajupuu et al., 2019; Weiss et al., 2021).

The speech style of advertisements is clearly recognizable due

to sounding unnatural in both speech tempo and its exaggerated

way of speaking with strong emphases (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003;

Rodero, 2020; Rodero and Potter, 2021). Listeners have learned

to automatically associate this speech style with advertisements

and in order to resist the influence of the advert, have learned to

tune it out (Michelon et al., 2020). To make advertisements more

acceptable to the listener, it is important to choose a suitable voice

for the specific product or goal, but to also consider intracultural

preferences (Desmarais and Vignolles, 2019).

Predictions forecast an increase in ad spending on both

traditional radio advertisements as well as digital audio

advertisements (Statista, 2022). Therefore, the need for effective

and engaging audio advertising remains. Studies have shown that

emotions fostered in listeners by speech features influence their

willingness to buy, which is why the importance of choice of voice

type cannot be underestimated (Nagano et al., 2021; Rodero and

Larrea, 2021). To save time and money in ad production, it is

sensible to search for alternatives. One option is to use text-to-

speech synthesis instead of a human voice. Rodero (2017) has

shown the effectiveness, attention, and recall of synthesized and

human voices in a narrative advertising story. The study came to

the conclusion that although current synthesizers are now able to

produce a relatively natural and intelligible sound, the importance

of expressiveness in advertisements and its absence in synthesized

speech gave rise to negative ratings for advertisements performed

by non-human voices. Synthesized voices are expected to exhibit

the same characteristics as human voices which means the acoustic

variety of synthesized voices needs to be further improved. Rodero’s

(2017) findings also showed gender differences. Most participants

in the listening test preferred advertisements performed by male

voices. There was also a crossover effect – women gave higher

ratings to male voices and men lower. The preference for male

voices may be explained by the wider use of them in Spanish radio

advertising, leading to listeners being accustomed to such a voice

environment (see Rodero et al., 2013).

The speaking style of synthesized speech results from the

type of speech data used for training the text-to-speech systems.

While there are large-scale neutral speech training corpora available

for synthesizing neutral speech, collecting or recording similar

quantities of expressive speech in all its variety of emotions,

attitudes, and styles is time-consuming and expensive, which is why

other methods are being explored (see Zhu and Xue, 2020; Schnell

and Garner, 2022). Lately a solution has been sought in speech

style transfer, which means transferring the style from one signal to

another while preserving the latter’s content and speaker’s identity.

A small expressive speech corpus, possibly one with multiple

speakers, can be used to train a model of the desired speech style

which can then be applied to synthesized neutral speech (see Gao

et al., 2019; Kulkarni et al., 2021; Pan and He, 2021; Li et al., 2022;

Ribeiro et al., 2022).

In our own study, we set the goal of determining which

performance style of advertisement is preferred in Estonia when

the advertisement is performed by a synthesized voice. For human

voices, we know that Estonians prefer speech styles that do not

require a loud voice (Altrov et al., 2018). It is not known what

kinds of voices Estonians prefer in advertisements, nor whether

the dominant sales strategy in Estonia is hard or soft sell, but

the voicebanks of media companies offer voices in two styles –

energetic and calm, and advertisements of both types can be heard

on the radio. In our study, we used human-like female and male

synthesized voices on which we applied two style models trained

on a multi-speaker corpus – an energetic and calm one.

We formulated the following research questions:

Q1: Do Estonian listeners prefer synthetic voices speaking in an

energetic or calm synthesized advertising style?

Q2: What speech features differentiate the calm and energetic

synthesized advertising style?

2. Method

2.1. Text-to-speech synthesis

The speech models were trained using Merlin (Wu et al., 2016).

A neural network based speech synthesis system developed at

the Center for Speech Technology Research (CSTR), University

of Edinburgh. The system relies on the Theano numerical

computation library. To convert text to full-context labels, a front-

end text processor developed locally in the Institute of the Estonian

Language was used (Kiissel, 2022a). We converted generated

parameters to signal using the WORLD vocoder (see samples

Kiissel, 2022b).

Four voice models were trained on existing available Estonian

corpora of emotionally neutral sentences: Female 1 (365min, 4,701

sentences), Female 2 (449min, 5,172 sentences), Male 1 (376min,

4,165 sentences), and Male 2 (330min, 2,838 sentences). For

the purpose of this study, one sample sentence and three short

advertising texts were synthesized with every voice.
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2.2. Speech style transfer

For voice conversion we used a Tensorflow based style

transfer tool (Gao, 2019; Gao et al., 2019). This is a nonparallel

emotional speech conversion tool, one that does not require

any paired data, transcripts, or time alignment. It enables the

transfer of style-related speech characteristics, while preserving the

speaker’s identity and linguistic content. It is capable of producing

conversions of acceptable quality from relatively small corpora.

We have tested it, applying models trained on various corpora to

Estonian speech (Pajupuu, 2022).

In this study, to train the style transfer models we used voice

samples of 120 female actors and 120 male actors reading the

same Estonian pretend-advertisement in two styles – calm and

energetic – which were sourced from the database of the audio-

visual post-production studio Orbital Vox Studios (wav 44.1 kHz,

16 bit, stereo, average length of advertisement 20 sec). We trained

the style transfer models (CycleGAN) between energetic and calm

female voices and between energetic and calmmale voices. Then we

applied these models to neutral style synthesized advertisements.

2.3. Listening test

Aweb based listening test was created. The test consisted of two

parts. In the first part, the likability of two male synthesized voices

(M1 andM2) and two female synthesized voices (F1 and F2) had to

be rated on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 = not likable at all . . . 7

= very likable, before style transfer had been applied. For all voices,

this sentence was provided for listening to:Olen kõnerobot (nimi) ja

õpin reklaame lugema. [I am speech robot (name) and I am learning

to read advertisements]. In the second part, an energetic and calm

advertising style had been applied to the synthesized voices and

every voice read aloud the following three advertisement fragments

in both styles. The fragments were selected to avoid their Estonian

semantic content from clashing with either performance style:

- Hullud päevad kolmapäevast pühapäevani Vesiku

kaubakeskuses. [Crazy days Wednesday to Sunday at

Vesiku shopping center.]

- Sinu tegemiste õnnestumised saavad alguse heast ideest.

Laenumarket – kõik tarbimislaenud ühest kohast. [The success

of your endeavors starts from a good idea. Loan market – all

consumer loans from one source.]

- Tule Diili ja vaheta vana uue vastu! [Come to Deal and swap

the old one for a new one!]

Both performers and sentences were listened to in a random

order. The rating had to be assigned to the likability of the

performance on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 = not likable at all

. . . 7= very likable. The instruction text was as follows:

We are teaching speech robots to read advertisements. We

need your help to find out which advertisement style you prefer

as performed by a robot. Please listen to the advertisement

fragments and give a rating to the performance style of the

advertisement. First get to know the robots that are learning to

read advertisements and let us know how you like their voices.

You do not have to listen to all of the performances at once, you

can save and return later. You can also change previous ratings.

The test was designed to have a duration of ∼10min. The

audio files for the listening test and the data of the listening test

are included in the dataset (https://figshare.com/projects/Robot_

reads_ads/151404).

2.4. Data analysis

The participating raters of the listening test were adults with

tertiary education, 8 women (aged 39–56, M = 45.4 years, SD

= 6.4) and 10 men (aged 36–53, M = 45.9 years, SD = 7.0).

Raters participated voluntarily. The listening test caused no harm

to any participant, the identity of the participants has been kept

confidential, and no conflict of interest can be identified.

All scores for each rater were normalized using the formula

y =
x− X

s
,

where, x is the score, X is the mean of the rater’s scores, and s is the

standard deviation of the rater’s scores. We classified performances

with scores above zero as likable, and those below zero as unlikable.

To find out the degree of agreement among the raters (inter-

rater reliability), the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC2k)

was calculated using the “psych” package in R (Revelle, 2021).

A Welch Two Sample t-test was used to determine whether the

advertisement style affected likability ratings (R Core Team, 2022).

2.5. Acoustic analysis

For the acoustic analysis of the calm and energetic synthesized

advertising styles we used the open-source toolkit openSMILE

(Eyben et al., 2010, 2013). The parameters of the extended

Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) were

calculated for each performance. The use of eGeMAPS is promising

due to the set of acoustic parameters extracted from speech

having been specially developed for paralinguistic speech analysis

(Eyben et al., 2016). These 88 parameters include statistical

properties (arithmetic mean, coefficient of variation, percentiles,

etc.) calculated for a set of time-varying low-level acoustic features,

including frequency-related, energy-/amplitude-related, spectral,

and temporal features (Eyben et al., 2016). All parameters were

normalized with the R function scale. To identify the acoustic

features that distinguish the calm and energetic advertising styles,

the Kruskal–Wallis Test was used, and the statistically significant

parameters were ordered by the test statistic (R Core Team, 2022).

3. Results

A moderate to good reliability was found within rater

measurements. The average measure ICC2k was 0.81 with a 95%

confidence interval from 0.70 to 0.90 F(27,513) = 5.3, p < 0.0001.
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FIGURE 1

The normalized likability scores for the original synthesized speech

and the style-transferred calm and energetic advertising styles.

The results of the listening test revealed that the original neutral

synthesized voices were considered more likable than voices with

advertising styles transferred on them [Moriginal = 0.39 vs. Mcalm

=0.09, t(130) = 2.48, p = 0.014; Moriginal = 0.39 vs. Menergetic =

−0.21, t(141) = 4.81, p< 0.001]. Of the advertising styles transferred

on the original voices, the listeners overwhelmingly preferred the

calm advertisement style [Mcalm = 0.09 vs.Menergetic =−0.21, t(474)
= 3.4, p < 0.001], see Figure 1.

Looking at the synthesized voices separately, the original

neutral synthesized voices ranked best to worst as follows: F2 (M =

0.55), M2 (M = 0.41), F1 (M = 0.39), M1 (M = 0.20), but there was

no significant difference in their scores. The calm advertising style

was rated significantly higher than the energetic style in the cases

of F1 and M2 [MF1_calm = 0.39 vs. MF1_energetic = −0.29, t(113) =

2.42, p = 0.017; MM2_calm = 0.02 vs. MM2_energetic = −0.69, t(117)
= 4.21, p < 0.0001]. There was no significant difference between

the two styles for F2 and M1 [MF2_calm = 0.03 vs. MF2_energetic =

0.14, t(117) =−0.58, p= 0.527;MM1_calm = 0.19 vs.MM1_energetic =

−0.01, t(118) = 1.15, p= 0.252], see Figure 2.

The calm and energetic advertisement performance styles

were acoustically quite different: out of the 88 eGeMAPS

parameters, 37 significantly differentiated these styles, of

which 7 were frequency related, 10 energy/amplitude related,

and 20 were spectral parameters. Tempo parameters did not

belong among the differentiating features. The amount of

significant parameters differentiating the styles reveals that styles

might not be characterizable by a single feature, but rather a

combination of features, some of which might lack a specific

perceptible counterpart. The acoustic eGeMAPS parameters

that differentiate the styles are presented with descriptions in

the Supplementary material (see List of eGeMAPS parameter

abbreviations and Supplementary Table 1).

The parameters that offer a more evident interpretation

indicate that a calm advertisement style was characterized by lower

pitch (lower f 0), quieter voice (lower loudness, smaller mean alpha

ratio), with no abrupt changes in loudness (smaller rising and

falling slopes of loudness), and a sonorous voice (less steep spectral

slope). The calm advertising style was also characterized by a more

neutral rather than an emotional performance (see Liu and Xu,

2014; Pralus et al., 2019; Voße et al., 2022; lower spectral flux,

lower f 0, bigger rising slope f 0, and smaller falling slope of f 0,

higher Hammarberg index), and the calm style is also differentiated

from the energetic by parameters related to timbre (higher MFCC2,

MFCC3, MFCC4, see Nordström, 2019, p. 27). See Figure 3.

4. Discussion

In this study we attempted to answer the question of which

performance style Estonians prefer in audio advertisements, if

the advertisement is performed by a synthesizer. We were also

interested in which acoustic features characterize the performance

styles. The audio advertisements we obtained from media

companies were described by them as calm or energetic based on

performance style. A similar division has arisen in intercultural

studies, where speech styles in advertising have been associated

with the dominant sales strategy in the culture: a calmer style

corresponds to the soft sell strategy while the energetic style

corresponds to the hard sell strategy (see Desmarais, 2000;

Desmarais and Vignolles, 2019).

We trained transferrable style models on 120 advertisements

in the calm style and 120 in the energetic style, performed

by female and male actors. These were then transferred on

already extant voices trained on a neutral speech text-to-speech

synthesizer corpus.

In the listening test, the participants rated all the original

neutral synthesized voices without style transferred speech styles

as more likable than the average (see Figure 2). Of the voices

that had advertisement performance styles transferred on them,

the calm style was considered likable and the energetic style

unlikable (Figures 1, 2). Acoustically, the calm performance

style was differentiated from the energetic by 37 eGeMAPS

spectral, frequency, and energy/amplitude related properties, which

summarily showed that compared to the energetic, the calm

performance style is more neutral, the voice lower and quieter

without rapid changes in loudness, but also more sonorous

rather than breathy (see Figure 3, Supplementary Table 1). Using

eGeMAPS makes the results from the various studies that use it

easy to compare, but it is not always obvious how these parameters

link to acoustically perceived speech characteristics. The use

of eGeMAPS would also provide a framework for comparing

advertisement styles performed by synthetic voices and humans.

The calm style preferred by listeners aligns with the soft sell

sales strategy (Desmarais, 2000; Desmarais and Vignolles, 2019),

but we cannot conclude that the soft sell strategy dominates

Estonia. Earlier studies on the human voice conducted in Estonia

have shown that for other speech styles, Estonians also prefer a

quieter and more neutral voice (Altrov et al., 2018). As far as

we know, different speech styles in advertisement performances

have not been compared in other cultures; rather, the advertising

style described in studies seems to correspond to the energetic

style that studies found is both unnatural in speech tempo and

excessive emphaticism (Chattopadhyay et al., 2003; Rodero, 2020;

Rodero and Potter, 2021). Therefore, it is not known whether

advertisements performed in the calm style may be a better fit for

listeners in other cultures as well, regardless of the sales strategy.
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FIGURE 2

The normalized likability scores for the original synthesized speech and the style-transferred calm and energetic advertising styles for each voice

separately.

FIGURE 3

The acoustic parameters di�erentiating the advertising styles. Spectral parameters: slope 0–500Hz = linear regression slope of the logarithmic

power spectrum for 0–500Hz region, alpha ratio = ratio of the summed energy from 50–1000Hz, Hammarberg index = the ratio of the strongest

energy peaks in the 0–2 kHz vs 2–5 kHz regions, MFCC2,3,4 = second, third, and fourth Mel-frequency cepstral coe�cient; harmonic di�erence

H1-AF3 = ratio of energy of the first f0 harmonic (H1) to the energy of the highest harmonic in the third formant range (A3), spectral flux = di�erence

of the spectra of two consecutive frames; Energy/Amplitude related parameters: loudness = estimate of perceived signal intensity from an auditory

spectrum, rising/falling slope loudness = slope of rising/falling signal parts of loudness, shimmer = di�erence of the peak amplitudes of consecutive

f0 periods; Frequency related parameters: f0 = logarithmic fundamental frequency on a semitone frequency scale, starting at 27.5Hz (semitone 0),

rising/falling slope f0 = slope of rising/falling signal parts of f0; VR, voiced regions; UVR, unvoiced regions (see descriptions in Eyben et al., 2016).

Concerning the gender of the performer of the advertisement,

unlike Rodero’s (2017) study on synthesized advertisements, our

research did not show a gender preference in synthetic voices

(see Figure 2). Whether female or male voices are preferred in

advertisements is likely tied to cultural habits: if there aremoremale

voices heard in advertisements in a culture, as Rodero et al. (2013)

and Rodero (2017) have noted about Spain, then the preference is

for male voices.

Our study reaffirmed the necessity of studying style

preferences intraculturally. Considering the results, advertisers

can make audio advertisements more palatable for the

listeners of the corresponding cultural environment and

thereby more effective. The impact of language alongside

culture could also be further researched by studying the style

preferences of listeners from different language groups within

one culture.
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From a technical standpoint, our study has shown that style

transfer has potential and an effect can be achieved even when

training style models on small corpora. Yet, the styles were rated

significantly lower than the original neutral synthesized voices

and the effect of style transfer was different on every voice

(Figure 2). Going forward, the scale of the training corpus could be

increased to see if that would improve the quality of the transfer.

For a better comparison, the original voices should be trained

on an equal amount of emotionally neutral sentences, so that

style characteristics would not be amplified to different degrees.

Furthermore, the advertisement fragments that are synthesized for

rating should be longer than a sentence or two, so as to highlight

the applied style model better.

5. Conclusion

Using style transfer on already existing text-to-speech synthetic

voices, we discovered that Estonian listeners prefer a synthesized

voice performing in a calm advertising style over an energetic

one. We conclude that when using synthesizers for voicing

advertisements, they could benefit from using a calm style when

advertising in Estonia. Further research could show if there are

differences between listener preferences of advertisement styles as

performed by synthesized voices and humans.
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